Join the Ta-Nefer Ankh Community
If Community is the equivalent of power, and you answer: “none”,
when asked: “Which Community do you belong to”, just how do you
expect to make a difference in the world?
Community is key to African/Black Power - political, social, economic
and cultural. It is our foundation for creating abundance and prosperity,
self-reliance and independence, and our overall health and wellbeing
Join TaNefer Ankh in the Steps to Empowerment for:


Community - power to transform the world



Unity - families united



Organization - directional power



Institutions - creating resources and power



Infrastructure - foundational power



Projects - use of our power



Programs - realization of our power

Ta-Nefer Ankh
Community
Steps to Empowerment
Enjoying:

Unity, Organization, Institutions, Projects and Power
Through:

Community Power, Self-Reliance, and Independence

If it ‘Takes a village to raise a child’ then we must first ‘have a village’
Join TaNefer Ankh to create the Village / Community
Contact Ta-Nefer Ankh
TaNefer Ankh Community
6037 Liberty Road - Suite 6 | Baltimore, MD 21207
Call: 443-453-3010 | Email: Life@TaNeferAnkh.com
TaNefer Ankh Cultural Center
5257 NE Martin Luther King BLVD—Suite 202E | Portland OR 97211
Call: 503-676-3710 | Email: Life@TaNeferAnkh.com

Visit our website: www.TaNeferAnkh.com

For information
TaNefer Ankh Community
6037 Liberty Road - Suite 6 | Baltimore, MD 21207
Call: 443-453-3010 or visit: www.TaNeferAnkh.com

Ta-Nefer Ankh Community
How often have we heard the African adage: “It takes a village to raise a child”?
However, most people who mouth this adage fail to realize, or to mention that
“You must first have a village”. The adage presumes that the village exists.
For, without a village there are no ‘village people’ to raise the child.
A Village is a Community—it is composed of families united. Community
enables us to harness the power and resources sufficient to transform our lives,
environment and relationships in a life-centered way; and to do government and
industry on a grand scale. Without Community this cannot be done.
By and large, Africans/Blacks in America are village-less (community-less). For
the most part we are corralled populations, concentrated in areas controlled and
exploited, directly or indirectly, by other people . In these ‘corrals’ we lack the
elements of community - unity, organization, institutions, projects and
programs—controlled by us and working on our behalf.
Without Community we are powerless to defend ourselves; we are like ‘fish out
of water’ suffocating from the oppression, domination and exploitation of those
Communities using their power to do so —Whites, Asians, Arabs...
The primary reason we African/Black people are unable to make a significant
difference in our conditions is due to our backwards approach - we seek to have
programs, projects, institutions, organization and unity without Community.
This is putting the cart before the horse. Community enables unity, organization,
institutions, programs and projects; otherwise they will not, and do not
receive sufficient support to exist or survive.
TaNefer Ankh Community is leading the initiative to create African/Black
Community to empower ourselves with capacity to realize our life-centered
vision, and to neutralize our adversaries. We are creating African/Kemetic
Community using the life-centered model of our Ancestors. We are transforming
our conditions from that of exploited and dominated victims to that of
empowered, capable, self-reliant and independent people.
We are creating the Village in which to raised our children.

Join us in creating the Village/Community.
TaNefer Ankh Community
6037 Liberty Road—Suite 6 | Baltimore, MD 21207
Phone: 443-453-3010 | Email: Life@TaNeferAnkh.com
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TaNefer Ankh Community
Community is fundamental; without it we fail - Sba Heru-Ka Anu
Community
Community is the source of power to transform the world.
Community enables us to create and do government, industry, institutions, innovation
and multi-task in ways that we cannot individually or in small groups. Through Community we can generate and maintain food-farms, shelter-housing, transportation-travel,
communications-media, education, security, recreation, and unity on a large and grand
scale, in short, all that is needed to prosper as a society.
Community defines our cultural and historical identity - past, present and future. Who we
are comes not only from our parents, but also from our historical family group (race,
tribe, kin, clan, community) Community defines and identifies our ‘Way of Life’ and
World View—including our vision, guiding philosophy, practices and traditions.
Without Community we become aimless beings.
Unity
Community is families united.
Community enables Unity— allowing us to come together on behalf of each other. Unity
is the milieu in which we grow power. Unity gives us ability and capacity to affect
change. We all know the saying: “There is strength in numbers”. Though Unity we
become an empowered force able to realize our vision, our will, our goals and objectives.
Organization
Organization is how we direct power.
Through Organization we are to able focus our power, resources and energy in a given
direction to achieve our goal and objectives. Organization gives us to capacity to use
force and persuasion against obstacles and challenges. Organization takes us out of the
realm of chaos and into that realm of order and control.
Institution
Institution is how we use, preserve, convey, and recreate resources and power.
By way of community unity and organization we are empowered to create, maintain and
direct Institutions to serve our needs and desires. By way of Institution power we can
create and develop the economic, political, cultural, and social society that we envision.
Programs and Projects
Programs and Projects are where we direct our power to realize our vision.
Though institutions we are able to implement Programs and Projects to manifest our
goals and objectives, our needs and desires.
Community is the solution to success—it is the fundamental building block to Unity,
Organization, Institutions, Programs and Projects; also it is to our power and greatness
Join the TaNefer Ankh Community Initiative and make a real difference in our life.

